


PACKING PRACTICALLY
IRONMAN 4X4 INTRODUCES A NEW COMPLETE RANGE OF ROOF AND  
TUB MOUNTED RACKING SOLUTIONS.

Roof racks and roof platforms are an important element of setting up our touring or  
off-roading vehicles; they allow us to store additional, bulky, and necessary gear outside of our 
vehicle’s cargo areas.

Ironman 4x4’s new ATLAS range of roof racks/crossbars, platforms and blade systems are designed to 
integrate seamlessly with wagon and ute cabins, canopies, and even Ironman 4x4’s own Slide-Away electric 
tonneau cover.

   

FUN FACT! 

Atlas is a Greek Titan who, long-story-short, carries the  
world on his shoulders for eternity. Strong bloke!



CABIN SET-UPS

For the cabin of your dual cab ute, we have  
vehicle-specific mounts that offer either leg mounts 
for use with traditional roof racks/crossbars or a blade 
system for use with platform range. For the 79 series 
and Jimny, there are gutter mounts available. 

Crossbars are available in four different lengths and 
are sold in singles.

• 1250mm

• 1375mm

• 1500mm

• 1650mm

SOLUTIONS TO SUIT YOUR 4WD

DUAL CAB UTES
For our dual cab ute customers, we have the most extensive range of options,  
to allow you to set your vehicle up just the way you need it.

Platform racks are available in three different widths 
and four different lengths across a total of six 
variations. Platforms are affixed to the cabin using 
a reinforced blade system for optimal strength and 
looks. For use on dual cab utes, we have the following 
popular sizes to choose from.

• 1240mm (W) x 1390mm (L)

• 1240mm (W) x 1530mm (L)

• 1380mm (W) x 1530mm (L)

FUN FACT! 

Crossbars and platforms need to remain within the outer width 
of the vehicle’s side mirrors. Wider crossbars are generally 
suited to larger vehicles and vans.



SOLUTIONS TO SUIT YOUR 4WD

DUAL CAB UTES
For our dual cab ute customers, we have the most extensive range of options, 
to allow you to set your vehicle up just the way you need it.

CANOPY SET-UPS

For our customers who are sporting a canopy on 
their ute, we have an option of fitting either roof rack 
crossbars or a platform rack supported on a set of legs.  
Ironman 4x4 canopies offer a 90kg dynamic load-
carrying capacity as standard both on and off-road.

Crossbars are again available in lengths of 1250, 1375, 
1500, and 1650mm.

Platform racks are also fitted to canopies via a pair of 
feet. Ironman 4x4 recommends the same size options 
for canopies as we do for ute cabins and customers can 
match the best width and length to suit their vehicle.

• 1240mm (W) x 1390mm (L)

• 1240mm (W) x 1530mm (L)

• 1380mm (W) x 1530mm (L)

• 1485mm (W) x 1390mm (L) – Custom Canopies



SOLUTIONS TO SUIT YOUR 4WD

DUAL CAB UTES
For our dual cab ute customers, we have the most extensive range of options, 
to allow you to set your vehicle up just the way you need it.

SLIDE-AWAY SET-UPS

For customers who are running the Ironman 4x4 
Slide-Away electronic tonneau cover, a blade mountain 
system is available which will allow for fitment of either a 
platform or crossbars above your tonneau cover.

The best size for use in conjunction with a Slide-Away is 
the 1485 wide platform or 1500mm crossbar.

• 1500mm crossbar

• 1485mm (W) x 1390mm (L) platform



WAGON OPTIONS

For our wagon customers, we offer the same range of 
crossbars and platforms plus some longer platforms to 
suit, well, longer vehicles. A range of vehicle-specific fit 
kits are available across popular models.

Crossbars are attached using a vehicle-specific foot-
pack and pedestal combination; the most popular size for 
crossbars on wagon cabins will be:

• 1250mm

• 1375mm

When it comes to platforms for wagon owners, we have 
options for both sunroom and non-sunroof models which 
would equally suit shorter vehicles:

• 1240mm (W) x 1530mm (L) (sunroof / short variant)

• 1380mm (W) x 1530mm (L) (sunroof / short variant)

• 1240mm (W) x 2130mm (L)

• 1380mm (W) x 2130mm (L)

SOLUTIONS TO SUIT YOUR 4WD

WAGON OPTIONS
For our wagon customers, we offer the same range of crossbars and platforms 
plus some longer platforms to suit, well, longer vehicles.



CROSSBARS  
(aka. roof bars, roof racks)

The Ironman 4x4 Atlas Crossbars are 
fundamentally available in four lengths, (1250, 
1375, 1500, and 1650mm) however, the widest 
version only suits a handful of applications.  

The Atlas Crossbars are constructed of extruded 
aluminium, designed with an integrated T-slot 
channel for easy fitment of a wide range of 
accessories and tie-down points, while each 
end also incorporated a tie-down point that will 
withstand the strongest ratchet straps.

CAPACITY AND WEIGHT

The Ironman 4x4 crossbars are rated to 50kg per 
crossbar, in a pair capable of 100kg. But do us all 
a favour, and check with your manufacturer what 
the roof load limit is for your vehicle – subtract the 
weight of the roof rack system and then only load 
your crossbars to the remaining capacity!

The Atlas crossbars paired with a fit-kit are 
unlikely to be more than about 10kg.

Crossbars are attached with a pedestal either to 
a vehicle-specific foot-pack or mounting track 
ensuring seamless and strong integration to 
your vehicle. The pedestals are also lockable for 
additional security.

BASIC MATH: 75kg dynamic roof load limit – 
subtract 10kg of hardware = 65kg off capacity to 
load.

NO OFF-ROAD ASTERISKS: Unlike some 
manufacturers, the Ironman 4x4 Atlas has one 
rating and it applies whether you are on the black-
top, corrugated dirt roads, sand, or rocky tracks.FUN FACT! 

Crossbars are usually the preferred system for 
mounting rooftop tents. Not only are they lighter, but 
they are far easier to mount the tent to.

FUN FACT! 

Most vehicle and accessory manufacturers only publish a ‘dynamic’ load rating. The Dynamic Load Rating is the 
total weight the roof / rack system can support while being driven. There is also a Static Load Rating, which is 
usually at least 2 – 3 times the dynamic load. So don’t be afraid that once you get to camp, you won’t be able to 
actually sleep in your rooftop tent!

FEATURES AND SPECS



PLATFORM RACK   
(aka. flat racks, flat trays)

The Ironman 4x4 Atlas Platform rack is 
constructed of extruded aluminium beams, 
secured within an extruded aluminium perimeter. 
The rack is designed with the beams running 
perpendicular to the vehicle (side to side, rather 
than front to back). This setup makes for easier 
loading and securing of cargo, with far less 
chance of longer items dropping down and 
hitting your roof.

The Platform racks are available in three 
different lengths, and three different widths 
across a total of six variations to ensure an 
application that suits your needs.

Platform racks are perfect for carrying a huge 
range of accessories and loads including gas 
bottles and jerry cans, swags and soft luggage, 
spare tyres, and chainsaws.

FEATURES AND SPECS

Atlas platform racks are secured to most 
vehicles via a reinforced, stainless-steel blade, 
and can be affixed to an Ironman 4x4 canopy via 
a pedestal mount.

CAPACITY AND WEIGHT

The full specs can be found in our appropriately 
named ‘Specs Table’ on the next page. However, 
the crux of it is that these platforms are going to 
be stronger than any vehicle or fiberglass or ABS 
canopy roof load limit. For steel canopies, you 
can expect to hold at least 100kg dynamically.

A platform kit, including all mounting hardware 
weighs between 24kg and 39kg. It is imperative 
that you subtract these total weights from the 
total roof load limit outlined by your vehicle’s 
manufacturer!

LOUD NOISES! 

Roof racks WILL inarguably add some additional 
noise to your vehicle. If you have been told 
someone has a ‘silent’ one, they are confused; 
or it’s mounted to their canopy and they just 
can’t hear the additional noise it’s making in the 
canopy. All options within the Atlas system have 
been tested and designed to minimise this noise 
as much as possible. Taking a closer look you 
will see a small, unintrusive but very effective 
wind deflector under the front leading beam of 
our Atlas Platforms. Additionally, the soft rubber 
inserts in the front and rear T-slots additionally 
are provided to reduce wind noise. Finally, the 
rack can be adjusted in its position forward and 
backward up to 20mm once installed to find the 
sweet spot!

BOLT IT DOWN 

Something this good looking, needs to be bolted, 
or it might just go walk-about! We’ve not spent 
the last few years with our heads in the sand, 
we understand the concerns over how roof 
rack solutions are attached to the vehicle and 
rest assured that in most cases we are able to 
utilise hard-mount fixing points that are already 
installed by the vehicle manufacturer. Where this 
is not an option, a customer track mount has 
been developed and secured to the vehicle for a 
robust and dependable mounting base for your 
platform rack.

FUN FACT! 

Stainless-steel is a pain in the a** to drill through. 
But these blades are the perfect location to attach a 
set of camp/work lights or mount an Anderson plug 
connection for your solar panel. So, being the forward 
thinkers that we are, we’ve pre-drilled some pilot holes 
making your life that much easier. You’re welcome!



SPECIFICATIONS

PLATFORM NO. SLATS WIDTH LENGTH HEIGHT^ WEIGHT*

A 7 1240mm 1530mm 50mm 22kg

B 7 1380mm 1530mm 50mm 23kg

E 10 1240mm 2130mm 50mm 30kg

K 6 1240mm 1390mm 50mm 21kg

N 10 1380mm 2130mm 50mm 32kg

S 6 1485mm 1390mm 50mm 25kg

* Only includes weight of the Atlas Platform Rack. For weight’s of the platform and mounting accessories. See your vehicle listing below.
^ The height listed is only the height of the platform. Each vehicle fitment is different but on average adding an Atlas Platform to your roof will increase the overall height by 80 – 100mm.



• Shovel and Axe Holder
- Suitable for all straight handled shovels and axes up to  

  40mm diameter

• Eye-Bolts – Twin Pack

• Load Holder – Twin Pack
- Created a 150mm high vertical structure to secure cargo  
   against 

- Solid 4mm steel

• Awning Bracket Kit

- Universal awning bracket mounting solution

• Recovery Board Holder
- Can carry up to 4 recovery boards from most popular brands 
- Backing plates with straps, can mount boards flat, tall,  
   vertical or shallow

The Atlas accessory range is designed to safely secure accessories and cargo 
to your roof in transit. Using the existing accessory slot on your crossbars or 
platform, the Atlas accessories provide an easy way to carry anything from a 
gas bottle and jerry can to timber or even a spare wheel.

ATLAS ACCESSORIES

Keep in mind that crossbars and platforms each 
have their own advantages when it comes to 
carrying gear. Crossbars are typically better 
for mounting rooftop tents and awnings or 
transporting longer items that can span between 
the two roof bars, like timber, swags, recovery 
tracks, etc. Whereas platforms are a great base 
for carrying a huge range of accessories and 
loads including gas bottles and jerry cans, swags 
and soft luggage, spare tyres, and chainsaws.

• Spare Wheel Restraint

- Three-way strap design with ratchet, straps and eye bolts

• High Lift Jack Holder
- Welded 4mm steel construction with heavy gussets for   
   strength

• Gas Bottle Holder
- Suitable for 4-4.5kg gas bottles

- Supplied with base plate, ratchet straps and eye-bolts

• Corner Bracket Kit
- 4 corner brackets and eye-bolts to secure cargo (straps not    
   supplied)

• Jerry Can Holder
- Suitable for 10-20 litre metal or plastic Jerry Cans

• Bottle Opener / Multi Bracket
- Combination bottle opener and general multi-purpose hook

• Load Roller
- Designed to make loading long cargo easy

• Multi-fit Light Bracket
- Unique two-part light brackets that can be configured in    
   sixteen different orientations
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TOWNSVILLE 
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INTERNATIONAL

IRONMAN 4X4 AMERICA
277 SW 95th Avenue, STE 404.
Wilsonville, Oregon, United States, 97070

IRONMAN 4X4 THAILAND
576 Soi Srinakarin 60, Srinakarin Road,
Nongbon, Prawet, Bangkok,
Thailand, 10250

IRONMAN 4X4 DUBAI
Plot No. 6131566, Street No. 7
Ras Al Khor, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

IRONMAN 4X4 AFRICA PTY LTD
Ironman 4x4 Center
1 Voortrekker Road Alberante ARC
Alberton South Africa 1451


